[Epidemiologic surveillance in the plan for intensification of malaria control actions in the state of Mato Grosso: a case study].
The objective of this study is to analyze the epidemiologic surveillance in the Malaria Control Actions Intensification Plan (PIACM) in the 18 cities of the state of Mato Grosso, from 1999 to 2002. An evaluative research of the type implantation analysis was conducted. The analysis was carried out using a logic model considering 4 dimensions - external and political context, organizational context, implementation and effectiveness - and 5 evidence bases, 3 of primary data and 2 of secondary data. The cities are called CASE. The data were collected using semi-structured questionnaires. The implementation of the PIACM actions was found adequate in only 5,6% of CASES. The effectiveness of the actions was adequate in only one CASE and none of the CASES showed adequate contextual characteristics. The principal factors affecting the implementation were: frequent changes of the local health managers and professionals, fragmented and sporadic training and health promotion and prevention actions limited to the primary care team. In conclusion, structural problems and lack of articulation of epidemiologic surveillance hamper the full development of the PIACM actions.